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1. ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the programming part of home automation. We will present a solution based on 
central PLC which controls all the basic devices in a home. The PLC is connected to buttons and sensors 
and can activate lights and shutters using relays. We will focus on the PLC program. We propose a 
methodology based on the definition and the use of a library of function blocks for each common device 
like buttons, lights and rollers. Once the library is defined, most of the programming task will consist in 
defining instances of the blocks, connecting them to define rules. The library should also take into ac-
count that there will be some human machine interface (HMI) to interact with the controlled home. Some 
solutions to build this kind of HMI are presented in the paper. In order to validate the controller, we pro-
pose to use virtual commissioning with a virtual house. In our case, we have used the software HOME I/O 
from Real Games, to perform this stage. At least, a real home with these solutions has been realized and 
comments about the use of this controlled home will be provided.  

2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Home automation 
Home automation is a growing trend that is becoming more and more popular and affordable every 
day [1]. Today this term is rather replaced by smart house. It is used in electronics technology, automa-
tion, IT and telecommunications to ensure safety functions (alarms, cameras and remote monitoring), 
living comfort (automation and job scheduling daily, remote control, home care ...) and energy manage-
ment (optimization of heating, lighting ...). The operating principle of a home automation system is to cen-
tralize the control and monitoring. Two different trends are on this business: wired solutions often expen-
sive but offer a complete solution for a house, and home automation boxes which uses the power of In-
ternet and wireless. With or without subscription, they allow open use and can be controlled from a com-
puter, a smartphone or a touch pad. Installation is very simple, and takes just a few minutes by a non-
expert user but it manages only a limited part of the house. 

We consider here a global solution with a central PLC connected (often wired) to sensors, buttons and 
devices like lights, shutters, buzzers (for alarm) [2].  

2.2. PLC and Home automation 
Unlike smart devices, this solution can provide the possibility to interact with both classical buttons in the 
home and smartphones. Moreover, the PLC with his relays will be able to switch all kind of plain devices 
(lights, roller shutters) without buying specific ones. Even if the behavior is classical (just ON or OFF for a 
light), there will be no compatibility issues. The proposed solution is intended to be installed at the same 
time that the electrical wiring of the home because it is intended to control all home devices. As it is a 
non-computer based, industrial device, the PLC is more secured [3] and reliable than home automation 
boxes.  



2.3. Context 
The project will focus on basic devices of a home: lights, shutters and alarm. The main role of the PLC is 
to replace the classical wiring of the home to make it “smart”. Examples of behaviour will be provided in 
the programming part of this paper. The PLC has on his inputs:  

• Buttons or switches (usually used for lights and shutters) 
• Motion sensors in corridors 
• Proximity sensor to detect if windows and doors are closed 

The outputs of the PLC are connected to relays to activate: 
• Lights 
• Shutters 
• Buzzers 

It is possible to make a parallel with modern cars: the buttons and sensors are connected to a central 
controller which can switch on or off the headlights, lock or unlock the doors, go up or down the windows 
etc. 

3. THE LIBRARY 
As specified in the IEC 61131.3 norm, PLC can be programmed using programs, functions and function 
blocks. The environment provides built-in functions (as AND, XOR) and function blocks (as RTRIG, SR). 
The user can define his own programs, functions and function blocks in multiple languages (IL, LD, ST, 
SFC, FBD). 

A large home can have lots of each device (buttons, lights…) and programming can be a repetitive task 
and difficult to maintain. Moreover, as we want a smart behaviour, each device can lead to a complex 
program. That’s why we will define our own function blocks for buttons, shutters, switches, lights, buzzers. 
These blocks will have input, output, input and output and private variables. They also will have a pro-
gram part. Most of the programming software for PLC have the possibility to define new blocks.  Let’s 
define some of these function blocks. 

• Button:  
– Input: the button itself (an input of the PLC) 
– Outputs: short press, long press, double press  

The button is simple: the function block detects if the button has been pressed shortly, pressed a long 
time (more than 1/2s) or doubled pressed. Most of our smartphones have a button with different functions 
according to these types of press. 

 
• Light: 

– Inputs: switch (bool), off (bool), timer (bool), time for timer (time) 
– Outputs: the light itself (an output of the PLC) 
– Input-Outputs: HMI_switch, HMI_timer   

We thought that a light can be switched, like traditional ones: from ON to OFF or vice versa. Sometimes, 
it could be convenient to turn the light ON for a limited time. Then it will turn OFF after that the time is up. 
In that case, we prevent 1 minute before time’s up by turn the light OFF for 5 seconds. If the timer input 
becomes true during the timer is running, the light will shut off except if it is in the last minute (in that 
case, the timer will be relaunched). For the HMI, it could be nice to have only 1 variable which tells if the 
light is ON or OFF and to control the light. That’s the role of the input-output variables: they are both in-
formation and control. HMI_switch is to switch the light, HMI_timer is for timer. For example, if the light is 
ON for a limited time, HMI_switch is OFF and HMI_timer is ON. 

 
• Shutter: 

– Inputs: Up (bool), Down (bool), Stop (bool), length (time) 
– Outputs: Shutter Up (bool), Shutter Down (bool), Position (int)  
– Input-Outputs: Set point (int) 



We define that if Up or Down inputs are ON shortly, the shutter moves until his end (up or down). If these 
inputs are ON for a long time (long press on the buttons) the shutter will stop when these inputs return to 
OFF (button is released). As there is no sensor of position (neither if they are opened or closed) in most 
of shutters, we have to define the time taken to completely open or close the shutter. Inside the block, the 
position of the shutter is calculated. This position is an output of the block as it can be useful for the HMI. 
Another value is useful for HMI: the set point. This variable is a percentage of closure. It is of course an 
input as the user can change it through his HMI. It is also an output of the block because we want that 
this value is set to the actual position when the shutter is not moving (this value is both an information and 
a control). 

Other blocks have been defined for buzzers and switches for example.  

Programming the block is the most technical part of the PLC programming because we have to: 
• Anticipate a lot of situations that can happen. For example: the shutter is moving down, what hap-

pens if the down button is pressed? (in this case, we decided that the shutter has to stop). Other 
example: to stop the shutter, the user can press both buttons Up and Down. But the two inputs 
won’t be synchronous. 

• Be careful with all input and output variables because they can create instabilities. For example, if 
the user press a button to switch ON a light, the program sets ON the light and before that the 
HMI_switch is set to ON, the program can detect that the HMI_switch is in a different state from the 
light and light can return to OFF. 

 

4. PROGRAMMING AND HMI 
Once the library is defined, it remains: 

• To declare all the inputs and output variables 
• To create instances of the blocks for each button, light, shutter, etc… 
• To create the variables for the communication with the HMI 
• To create and manage variables for global actions 
• To create an SFC to manage the alarm mode 
• Then to program the behaviour of the house mainly by connecting the blocks between them and to 

other variables (global actions, HMI, alarm mode). This last part is not difficult and similar to “If that 
then that” rules programming but using blocks. 

4.1. Programming 
We give some details about some of the above points. 

4.1.1. The alarm mode 

We defined 5 different states of the alarm: “Presence mode”, “Verifications before leaving”, “Absent 
mode”, “Waiting for digital code”, “Intrusion”. The SFC below gives the conditions of the transitions be-
tween states. The leaving condition can be for example a double press on a button near the door. When 
in the state “Verification before leaving”, buzzer can beep quietly if every window and door are closed but 
long beeps can occur if it is not the case. 



  

 Figure 1. 
SFC of the alarm mode 

 

4.1.2.  Examples of program using blocks 

In the figure 2 below, there is the program equivalent to “If the button near the door is pressed for a short 
time OR if the door is opened AND there is no daylight AND the outdoor light is OFF THEN the outdoor 
light is ON for 15 minutes”. The global variable “global_outdoor_light_off” is calculated in an another part 
of the program. It can be set ON by multiple ways : the global light off of all the home or by a button on a 
HMI. 

  
Figure 2 

Example of Function block diagram program for a light 

4.2. Human Machine Interfaces 
As mentioned above, the human machine interface has been prepared by adding input/output variables in 
the definition of some blocks. In the program, variables have been created and localized to be accessible 
via the network with the Modbus TCP protocol. We have chosen this protocol because the PLC we used 
can manage it and as it uses TCP/IP, we can reach the PLC through different networks and 3G/4G. 
There is no need of an extra computer to have the interface (unlike [4]). The interface itself has to be easy 
to use and has to give a very quick access to controls. A smartphone has these qualities.  

In the Apple App store or in the Google Play store, we can find applications which can connect to PLC 
using industrial network protocols and we can create interfaces to interact with the PLC. For example: 
mySCADA (both stores) can use multiple protocols. Other apps are specific to a brand of PLC. We have 
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chosen HMI Draw from SweetWilliams [6] in the Apple App store because it is ergonomic and has a large 
range of possibilities like using sensors of the device. In the figure 3 below, there is a view we can obtain 
with HMI Draw. In this view, we can see a switch for a light.  

 
Figure 3 

Example of a view with the App HMI Draw 

 

Here are the different steps to obtain this switch which can control a light and also indicate if the light is 
On or Off : 

- In the PLC, the input and output variable HMI_switch of the light block is connected to a localized 
variable. 

- In HMI Draw we declare a PLC Connector (like in the figure 4.1) to connect to the PLC. 
- With this PLC connector, we declare a tag (Boolean) with the correct address to access the vari-

able in the PLC (like in the figure 4.2, C197 if for %M196 of the PLC) 
- In a page, we create a switch, and in the value item we put the tag we just declared (this is useful 

to indicate if the tag is true or false). See figure 4.3 
- We return to the tag configuration to add the value of the switch in the “write” item of the tag. This 

is useful to write the tag when the switch is touched by the user. 

     
 Figure 4.1 Figure 4.2  Figure 4.3  
 PLC configuration Tag configuration Switch configuration 



5. VIRTUAL COMMISSIONNING 
In order to test the program of the PLC, we looked for a solution with a virtual home which can be con-
nected to a real PLC. This solution is the software called HOME I/O [7]. This software is much more a 
serious game than a simulation. It is the result of a 3-year R&D project “DOMUS” (2011-2014) partially 
founded by the French Ministry of National Education, between CReSTIC lab from the University of 
Reims Champagne-Ardenne and Real Games, a Portuguese company [5]. The idea has been to bring a 
virtual house into the class room, usable from middle schools to universities, adapted to learners (Y gen-
eration) and teachers and suitable for control and STEM (Control, Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math) education. HOME I/O has been designed by applying a systemic approach of education. For that, 
HOME I/O enables to study the house from different points of view (automation, energy efficiency, smart 
home …), as a whole or as a set of subsystems, but taking into account the environment. The possibilities 
of pedagogical scenarios (i.e. situations, questions, problems) offered by HOME I/O depend only on 
teachers’ imagination. HOME I/O seems to be a very innovative pedagogical tool and it was awarded with 
the prize “Le Coup de Coeur” in the 6th Edition of “TROPHÉES DES TECHNOLOGIES ÉDUCATIVES 
2014” at EDUCATEC-EDUCATICE in Paris. 

Hence, HOME I/O is real time simulation software (Fig. 5) of a smart house and its surrounding environ-
ment, designed to cover a wide range of curriculum targets within Control, Science, Technology, Engi-
neering and Math, from middle schools to universities.  

  
Figure 5 

HOME I/O head-up display (left) and view of the kid room (right)  
 
This virtual house, like a video game in first person (FPS, first person shooter), becomes a place of dis-
covery and experimentation. HOME I/O is a realistic modern virtual house. It is necessary to make choic-
es in equipment of the house and the possibilities of automation. It is possible to control lighting, rollers, 
electric heating, an alarm system for intrusion safety and home safety (fire). Altogether HOME I/O offers 
174 interactive objects (lights, switches, inverters, roller blinds, gate, garage door, sirens, motion detec-
tors, lighting, fire detectors, door opening sensor, remote control, radiators, thermostats) that can be used 
to automate the home or as a source of logical or numerical data (Fig. 6).  

  
Figure 6 

Interactive objects in HOME I/O  

 
 

     

 

activities, extremely immersive and addictive are a natural 
and understandable worry for parents and educators, 
computer games can teach young children to read and count, 
as well as help middle school students to learn about science 
and technology. It is why serious games are now considered 
as a possible educational modality. The vocation of a serious 
game is to make learning attractive using the techniques of 
the game (interactivity, challenge ...). The rise of serious 
games is the consequence of the development of the video 
game industry, whose sales worldwide now exceeds film and 
music industry. 

 
Fig. 1. HOME I/O head-up display 

From the beginning of the project, the idea was to design a 
serious game where teachers and learners can play a role. 
Serious games for schools ask the essential questions of the 
role assigned to the teacher and how to effectively integrate 
them into an educational classroom sequence. That is why the 
real issue is not the serious game and its definition but the 
development of digital tools for students, effective in terms of 
learning, and integrating into innovative teaching practices 
where teacher has its place. Design a digital tool promoting 
investigative approach and allowing the teacher to imagine 
and implement multiple problem situations is the vision that 
led to the development of the software HOME I/O. The use 
of technology and video games technologies (rendered 
graphics and sound, interactivity, attractiveness) is seen as a 
way to promote "situation awareness," student motivation 
and thus foster their learning. In our case, serious games are 
considered primarily as a digital tool that the teacher will be 
able to use as part of his/her own teaching scenarios, thus 
promoting multiple uses. However, the gameplay must 
approach the standards of video games. This approach of 
serious game is quite original because it does not withdraw 
the teacher from the education loop. He or she is the game 
master. 
In this project, the basic idea has been to get a house in the 
classroom and to provide it to learners. This virtual house, 
like a video game in first person (FPS, first person shooter), 
thus becomes a place of discovery and experimentation for 
STEM fields, that it is not possible for obvious reasons of 
cost, space and feasibility of owning in schools. HOME I/O 
is a realistic modern virtual house (Fig. 2).  
Hence, virtual does not just replace, but rather complements 
the real. Although HOME I/O is primarily a simulation of the 
dynamic behavior of a house, the use of video games 
technologies can transform the simulation into an immersive 

and entertaining experience where the teacher remains in 
control of the lesson plan (i.e. the game design). 

 
Fig. 2. HOME I/O kid room 

3.3 The design stage 

The design of HOME I/O was performed by placing teacher 
and student in the heart of the approach. The initial 
specifications stated that the software should be developed to 
be used in France as part of the middle school technology 
curriculum, especially around the scope "comfort and home 
automation" and be complementary to Web resources and 
material available today. The virtual house should also be 
adapted to high school and universities. In middle school, it is 
important for the software to be autonomous and does not 
have to require other applications to be used. However, for 
high schools (but also higher education), the house could 
rather be seen as a source of data that can interface with third 
party devices and software (LabView, Matlab ...) or hardware 
(microcontrollers, programmable logic controllers, Arduino, 
Raspberry Pi ...). The idea was therefore to provide an 
educational tool contributing to the continuity of STEM 
education, from middle schools to universities.  
We applied a systemic approach (Riera and Debernard, 2003) 
of control and STEM education, it is to say: concentrate on 
interactions between elements, consider the effects of 
interactions, consider the global perception, deal to a 
multidisciplinary education, deal to an action by objectives, 
and knowledge of goals. For that, HOME I/O has been 
designed in order to be able to study the house from different 
points of view (automation, energy efficiency, smart home), 
as a whole or as a set of subsystems. Complexity can thus be 
adapted to the different levels and learning objectives. 
The design approach was also based on a thorough study of 
the expression of needs. For this, the teaching of middle and 
high school curriculum in STEM has been studied, and 
experts (inspectors, teachers) were interviewed. In parallel, a 
technical study on the world of home automation and smart 
home has been conducted. The main conclusion is that a 
house cannot be seen and studied independently of its 
external environment. Indeed, home automation scenarios 
necessarily take into account geographical and weather 
elements. This vision also enables multiphysics technology to 
link automatic control with other scientific disciplines 
(mathematics, physical sciences, life sciences …) even if it 
poses difficult problem modeling not presented in this paper 
(heat transfer, sun position, lighting ...), especially when one 
wants a real-time simulation. It is why HOME I/O allows you 
to place the house anywhere on the earth (Fig.3), and the 
sun's position (and thus the lighting) will be realistic in 
accordance with the date, time and location.  

 
 

     

 

 
Fig. 3. Earth map 

Similarly, it is possible to change the weather conditions 
(wind speed and direction, cloud cover, humidity and 
minimum and maximum temperatures for one day). 
Environmental parameters play on the temperature and 
brightness inside the house (Fig. 4). 
A simplified model has been created for real-time simulation 
of heat transfer. This model includes radiation phenomena, 
convection and conduction, and takes into account the 
physical properties of building materials (no modifiable). The 
exchanges between air masses of different temperatures are 
also simulated. The model is influenced by the disturbances 
created by the opening of doors and windows. The 
temperature of the outside air acts on the temperature of the 
house (heat transfer and airflow). The wind facilitates the 
transfer of heat between the house and the outside air. The 
walls of the house located upwind are more reactive to heat 
transfer with the outside air. Cloud cover decreases the 
effects of radiation from the sun and sky. Finally, the 
moisture changes the dew point, which acts on how the 
outside air affects the temperature of the house. The goal set 
with HOME I/O is educational. This means that the house is 
a "black box", a data source and a place for experiments. 
Dynamic models in HOME I/O are purely descriptive. 
In a house, the physical phenomena have very different 
dynamics. For example, a garage door or a roller blind can be 
closed in seconds. However, to achieve the steady state 
temperature in a room can take several hours. It is therefore 
essential to be able to speed up the time, which allows 
HOME I/O. Four simulation speeds are possible; the fastest 
simulates a 24 hour period in just 17 seconds (Fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 4. Environmental parameters 

 
Fig. 5. Time slider 

It was also necessary to make choices in equipment of the 
house and the possibilities of automation. It is possible to 
control lighting, rollers, electric heating, an alarm system for 
intrusion safety and home safety (fire). Altogether HOME 
I/O offers 174 interactive objects (lights, switches, inverters, 
roller blinds, gate, garage door, sirens, motion detectors, 

lighting, fire detectors, door opening sensor, remote control, 
radiators , thermostats) that can be used to automate the home 
or as a source of logical or numerical data (Fig. 6). For 
example, it is possible to know and monitor power 
consumption. 

      

    

 
Fig. 6. Interactive objects in HOME I/O 

To be adapted to Y generation, interaction of the user and the 
virtual world obeys the uses of FPS games, and thus 
guarantees a rapid appropriation of this digital tool by 
students. Moving into the house is done using either the 
keyboard or mouse, or a joystick. HOME I/O is also 
compatible with the Oculus Rift virtual reality helmet. 
The functional realism is just as important as graphics 
rendering. We therefore based on current automation tools to 
avoid creating false problems. HOME I/O has been designed 
to highlight the evolution of home automation. Software 
solutions adopted by the home automation box manufacturers 
have therefore been studied from a functional point of view 
to propose features close to reality. With HOME I/O, the 
student is able to ensure both roles: home automation system 
designer and user. All controllable objects can be used in 
three modes: wired, console or external. 
In wired mode, the house is not automated. This is a 
conventional electrical installation where all devices are 
wired. 

           
Fig. 7. Wired, console and external modes 

In the console mode (Fig. 8), the controllable objects are 
programmable through home automation box software by 
defining scenarios (lighting, motor, heating, intrusion 
security and domestic security). This mode is particularly 
interesting in middle school because the functional aspect of 
smart home can be easily explained and understood by kids, 
without going into too technical considerations.  
In the external mode, inputs and outputs of each object can be 
used with CONNECT I/O or third party technologies 
(software and hardware). CONNECT I/O is a soft PLC 
(programmable logic controllers) that is installed with HOME 
I/O. CONNECT I/O interfaces, using plugins, to any type of 
software (Modbus TCP server, OPC server ...) or hardware 
(Arduino, DAQ, Picaxe ...).  
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With another software, CONNECT IO (from the same company) this virtual home can be controlled by an 
external device like a PLC, using communication protocol (like Modbus TCP) or using a DAQ card with 
wired connections. This virtual commissioning gave us the opportunity to test function blocks, program 
and HMI interfaces.  

6. REAL HOME 
One of the author has a PLC in his home and applied the methodology given in this paper. This experi-
ence leads to these remarks: 

- There is two kind of wires in the house: for control, with thin wires and for power with classical 
copper wires. Both of them are connected to the PLC. We could have chosen a network for the 
control wiring. For example, KNX is often used in that cases and lots of PLC can manage this 
network. 

- If someone has a classical behaviour in the house, the actuators will also have a classical behav-
iour. Except the proximity sensors in the corridors and the timers for some lights, it seems to be a 
classical house. 

- Global control for shutters (with a long press on a shutter button) is very convenient 
- It is possible to switch on multiple lights with 1 button.  
- We can add easily new features when we think about it by modifying the program section without 

creating new variables and without changing the function blocks. For example, turning on a light 
behind a door when opened like in figure 2 was done by adding the OR and AND blocks.  

- The alarms part of the program is mainly used to switch off all lights and to verify that all windows 
are closed. The PLC also sends email when someone remove the alarm which is convenient to 
know when children come back from school. 

- The PLC is running since more than 5 years without major trouble. Minor ones have been experi-
enced at the beginning. We made some adjustments in function blocks and since years, we didn’t 
change our library even if the program itself has changed many times. 

- We changed the app for the HMI independently to the program. 
- Even if it is not very difficult to change rules, only people who are able to program a PLC are able 

to modify them.  

7. CONCLUSION 
We presented a methodology to program a central PLC which controls all standard devices in a home. 
The library we have developed is based on standard languages and can be implemented in quite every 
brand of PLC. We use a Scada application to provide a convenient interface. The original point of our 
paper is the commissioning on both a simulated and a real home. The behaviour of the programmed 
home offers functionalities like global controls, automated lights ON or OFF, interface with a smartphone, 
emails on events etc... To improve our work, we will focus on the possibility to add connected objects to 
our central PLC. One way to make this connection should be through an home automation boxes which 
can communicate with the PLC.  
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